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A. PHOTOCHROMIC SPATIAL FILTERING
Photochromic materials change color spontaneously and reversibly when irradiated
with light of appropriate wavelength. Such materials may be used for storage of pictorial
information in the same way as ordinary photographic films are used. Like photographic
films, photochromics offer the advantages of high-density information storage, high
readout speed, and low cost. Photochromics, however, have three major advantages
over photographic (silver halide) films.
1. The stored information may be viewed immediately, without the need for develop-
ment.
2. The information can be erased and the material reused.
3. The potential resolution of photochromic film is better than the resolving capa-
bility of modern optics.
The "instant development" advantage of photochromic material may be used to con-
struct a real-time optical correlator that is usable with EDP systems. A matched spa-
tial filter may be generated on photochromic film for an arbitrary input image or object.
This work was supported principally by the National Institutes of Health (Grants
5 PO1 GM-14940-02 and 5 P01 GM-15006-02), and in part by the Joint Services Elec-
tronics Programs (U. S. Army, U. S. Navy, and U. S. Air Force) under Contract
DA 28-043-AMC-02536(E).
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The output of the system using the matched filter yields an optimum indication of the
presence of the signal in noise.
Spatial filtering systems using conventional silver halide recording media as filters
have been constructed before. -3 The object of this research was to demonstrate the
feasibility of using photochromic materials. The major disadvantage of photochromics
is their low sensitivity as compared with silver halide films. A Spectra Physics 125
laser with a nominal output of 50 mW at 6328 A was used to optically bleach a matched
filter into pre-darkened American Cyanamid 43-540 sheet film. With exposure times
of 45-90 sec, successful reconstructions and correlation functions were generated for
simple letters and words. When combined with an input device described by Stetten,4
a real-time optical correlator might be designed which would be compatible with digital
EDP systems. This report is based on work done for an S. M. thesis. 5
S. L. Pendergast
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B. DETECTING PHASE INFORMATION IN OPTICAL FOURIER
TRANSFORMS
When an object transparency is placed at the front focal plane of a lens and illu-
minated by collimated coherent light, the distribution of light at the back focal plane can
be described by a properly scaled Fourier transform of the object. The Fourier trans-
form is, in general, complex. Any measuring device or photographic plate responds to
the square of the magnitude of the light and the phase information is lost. Thus if the
light at a point ( , r) is A( , ri) e i ( ' ), the photographic emulsion responds to IA( , n) I2
In this report, we describe a method of measuring the phase.
If a point of reference light is introduced into the object plane at (X , Yo), it is
described by B6(x-Xo) 6(y-Yo), where B is a real constant, and 6 is the Dirac delta
function. The combined effect on the photographic plate at (5, ') is
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A(S, -i) ei q( ' )+ B e (X+rY)
which we shall call C2 (, ri).
If three separate exposures are made at the back focal plane of the lens: one of the
object alone, one of the object and the reference beam acting simultaneously, and one
of the reference alone, then, we have
C2(, 9) - A2(g, ?) - B2
= cos 0, (1)
2A(g, r) B
where
= (, T) -_("Xo+ Yo ) •
Now C2( , r), A2(g, r), and B 2 can all be measured, and Xo and Yo are known, therefore
the value of cos 0 can be determined.
Now, if we make a fourth exposure of the object with the reference point, putting a
quarter-wave plate right next to the reference point, we shall record on film:
.2Tr2
-i 2T- (Xo+nYo)
D (, 0) = A(, 1) e i '  + iBe
And we can determine sin 0 by
2 2 2D2 _ A2 + BD +B = sin 6.2AB
From cos 0 and sin 0, we can determine 0, and hence #( , ). Some preliminary exper-
iments 1 have been done in calculating cos 0 from measured values of C 2 , A2, and B2
In doing this one encounters immediately the problem of measuring intensity. Den-
sitometry is difficult and often inaccurate. If one uses 649F photographic plates, how-
ever, there is a range of exposure for which the relationship between exposure and
transmittance is linear. 2 If plate I is a recording of A2 (, r), then the transmittance
of I is
Ta,)= KA 2 ( ,_) t,
where t is the exposure time, and K is some constant. The results are similar for
the two other plates. Let Tb be the transmittance of the plate made with the reference
point alone, and Tc that of the plate made with the object together with the reference
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point. If all three exposures are for the same length of time, and if all three fall within
the linear region, then
C2(, ,) - A2(g, ) - B2 Tc(, T1) - ) - Tb(, Ir)
(2)
2A(g, ~) B 2 a(6 l) Tb(Ta ) b
For details of this procedure, see the author's thesis. 1
It remains, then, to measure the transmittances of the three plates. The trans-
mittances were measured on the new CIPG scanner. This instrument is capable of pro-
ducing approximately 1000 resolvable points per line, so a raster of 1024X1024 points
was used.
Steps must be taken to ensure that corresponding points of the three plates are
scanned. In this project, a registration plate was placed in front of the photographic
plate during exposure. The registration plate consisted of two opaque dots on a clear
background, so that two small shadows were cast onto the plate, resulting in two points
of high transmittance on the developed plates. If a television camera tube such as a
vidicon could be used to read the light intensity at the back focal plane of the lens, then
one would not have a severe registration problem.
In order to ensure that spatial frequencies were low enough to be resolved by the
scanner, the objects to be Fourier-transformed were small. The objects were photo-
reduced onto Kodak "Kodalith" film. A black point was placed near the object before
photoreduction to provide a transparent point for the reference beam. During exposure,
light had to be concentrated on the point with a lens and iris to bring it to the proper
intensity with respect to the main beam. Various relative intensities were tried.
The three exposures resulting from the object alone, the object with the reference
beam, and the reference beam alone, were made and developed together in D-19 at 20°C
for 5 minutes with identical agitation, and then scanned. The magnetic tape containing
the transmittances was then processed on the IBM 360 computer. The transmittance
of each point was quantized to 256 levels. The registration point shadows were found,
and beginning points for each plate were determined. Finally, for each point, the cal-
culation of Eq. 2 was performed, and cos 0 obtained.
Three objects were used: (i) two points, (ii) a square, and (iii) the letters "MIT".
The experiments indicated that the best results were obtained near, but not at the cen-
ter, of the plate. Near the edges, transmittance was high, and the background noise
made the results meaningless. Near the center, the transmittances were often so low
that the linearity condition necessary to obtain Eq. 2 from Eq. 1 was no longer valid.
Elsewhere, however, the results were reliable. The phase of the center point could
be measured by shortening the exposure time, and knowledge of the intensity at the edges
could be obtained by lengthening the exposure time. By this method, then, the phase
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information in a Fourier transform can be determined.
K. B. Seifert
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C. VIDEO BANDWIDTH COMPRESSION BY LINEAR TRANSFORMATION
In the redundancy reduction of pictures, making use of the high correlation of adja-
cent samples, it is necessary to code blocks of picture elements to obtain an efficient
encoding. Rather than code blocks of data, the coding may be done independently if the
data are first transformed so as to be independent. A necessary condition for indepen-
dence is that the variables be uncorrelated. To find the exact nonsingular matrix that
will uncorrelate a block of data is computationally difficult. Thus it was decided to
investigate a class of matrices that might approximately uncorrelate data.
Transformation by Hadamard matrices has been used successfully for the redundancy
x I  x 2  ... x N
XN+1 XN+Z .. x2N
XN(N-1)+1 
xN2
Fig. XVI-1. Positions of x i .
reduction of vocoder data.l Thus it was suggested 2 that this method might prove useful
for the reduction of video data.
Assume that a black and white picture has been sampled on a regular square lattice
so that it is a collection of random variables {fig}. Divide the picture into squares of
X
1
x
side N. Then form a column vector x = . , where the positions of x. are
N 2
shown in Fig. XVI-1. Let y be the N dimensional random variable resulting from a
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1Hadamard (H) transformation on x, that is, y = - Hx, where H is a symmetric matrixN -
of +1's and -l's whose rows are orthogonal. For the two-dimensional case H
is taken as H2 = . For four dimensions H4  2 H2, etc. For 2 n dimen-
1 2 -H2
sions H is taken to be built up in this fashion.Thus these matrices have the property
that they may be partitioned successively in a manner analogous to the Discrete Fourier
Transform. As a result only N log 2 N operations are required for an N-dimensional
Hadamard Transform. (In fact this is a decomposition into square waves instead of
2 2sine waves.) For N = 64 and a 256 X 256 picture, there are (32) = 1024 squares and
hence 1024 Hadamard transforms. A transform and an inverse (plus read and write
1time from tape) takes approximately 2 minutes on the IBM 360/ computer. No mul-
tiplications need be performed, just additions and subtractions. Thus the transform
may be implemented by a simple interconnection of wires.
It has been determined that if Rx, the correlation matrix of x is of the type
1.0
Pr( =n)
0.1
0.01
0.00 I
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
Fig. XVI-2. Experimental distribution for i > 2.
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1 a b c
a 1 c b
R =
x b c 1 a
c b a 1
then the yi will be uncorrelated. Owing to the high correlation of neighboring samples
in pictures, as long as N does not get larger than -4 for a 256 X 256 picture, this is
approximately the correct correlation matrix (mainly relying on the high correlation
of all of the neighboring elements out to distance 4). For N = 8, the approximation is
not as good, but considerable redundancy reduction is obtained in addition to some wel-
come averaging effects.
Such a scheme of separately coding the yi would be optimum with respect to
mean-square error if the yi were uncorrelated and jointly Gaussian and thus inde-
pendent. For N = 8, however, the experimental distribution of the yi i > 2 appears
to be negative exponential e - P InI for In I < 3 on a 7-binit scale. A 7-binit scale on
the y is sufficient to recover a picture looking almost as good as the original.
Figure XVI-2 shows a representative experimental distribution for i > 2. yl is just
the average value over the square and hence does not have this type of distri-
bution.
For N = 8, the cameraman picture was transformed and uniformly quantized in
varying degrees of coarseness. The zeroth order (assuming the yi are independent)
entropy was calculated for each of the yi and averaged. Figure XVI-3a shows the
inverse transform of the yi quantized on an 8-binit scale, the entropy H Z 2. 2 bits.
Figure XVI-3b is quantized on a 6-binit scale, H z 0. 76 bits. Figure XVI-3c is
quantized on a 5-binit scale, H; 0.47 bits. The appearance of Fig. XVI-3b and 3c
could probably be improved by the application of the pseudo-random noise technique
due to Roberts. The pictures in Fig. XVI-4 were obtained by quantization of the
yi on a restricted scale. Figure XVI-4a shows the result of quantizing yl on a
6-binit scale, and Y2 through Y64 quantized to ±1 on a 6-binit scale. Figure XVI-4b
quantizes yl on a 6-binit scale and Y2 through Y64 quantized to ±1 and 0 on a 6-binit
scale. Figure XVI-4c shows the result of quantizing yl on a 7-binit scale and y2
through Y64 to 0, ±1, ±4 on a 7-binit scale. It is seen that the occasional excur-
sions of the yi (ia>2) greater than 3 or 4 represent rather important subjective
details, the edges, and thus require transmissions.
This research will continue with investigation of the effect of varying types of
quantization of the yi. The effect of a Robert's type pseudo-random noise technique
will be examined. Other things that might be investigated are the variability of the
probability distribution of the yi with different pictures and the effect of using
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(a)
Fig. XVI-3.
(a) 8-binit processed picture.
(b) 6-binit processed picture.
(c) 5-binit processed picture.
(b)
(c)
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(a)
Fig. XVI-4.
(a) Processed picture quantized to ±1
(except for yl).
(b) Processed picture quantized to ±1.
(c) Processed picture quantized to 0,
±1, ±4.
(b)
(c)
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this technique on higher resolution (512 X 512) pictures where the dependence of
neighboring picture elements should be stronger.
J. W. Woods
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D. ON A PROCEDURE FOR CODING CONNECTED FIGURES
IN A PICTURE
Virtually all current research on picture processing begins with the quantization of
spatial coordinates and intensity. In most cases the spatial coordinates are quantized
so that each picture point is an element of a regular array. In this report we specialize
to an N X N square array and to two levels of intensity, but the procedure can be modi-
fied trivially for other regular arrays and to any finite number of intensity levels.
b w
A picture is an N X N square array of black points p and white points p . We say
two points are adjacent if and only if they have an edge in common, that is, if they lie
next to each other in the array (points on a diagonal are not adjacent). As is customary
we call "connectedness" the equivalence relation generated by "adjacency." Hence, in
particular, any picture is partitioned into connected sets. We call the black connected
sets figures, f (k), the set of all white points we call ground.
For the sake of simplicity we shall deal with the case of a single connected black set,
although the method admits of extensions to more general cases. We shall describe an
algorithm for representing each figure of k points, f (k) as a binary word w(f (k)) of length
J, such that w (f(k)) < k - 1 + m, where m enumerates the white points adjacent to f (k).
Choose some p E f (k), call it pl, and some point adjacent to p l , call it al( 1 ). If
al(P ) E f j(k), define P 2 = al(P 1) and assign 1 as the first letter of the code word; other-
wise assign 0. Proceed in a clockwise sense around pl from al(P 1 ), examining in
sequence a 2 (P 1), a 3 (P 1 ), a 4 (P 1) [if they exist]. For each point a binary letter is assigned
as with al(P 1) and if aj(P 1 ) E fj(k), define px = a (Pl) by an index one more than the index
of the most recent element of f.(k) which has been already ordered.
If no ai(P 1) = P 2, clearly k = 1 and {pl} is itself a figure. Otherwise there is a p 2
and the elements of {aj(P2)} can now be examined sequentially, once an order among the
a (P 2 ) has been fixed.
We call pl the predecessor of p 2; p 1 = p( 2 ) In general pi = P(Ph ) if Ph = a (Pi) and
there is no pa, a < i for which ph = a ((Pa) Set al(Pi) = p(pi ) .
Obviously the figure point p(pi ) has already been represented in the code word and
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hence no additional letter need be added for al(Pi). We examine a 2 (Pi), a 3 (Pi), a 4 (Pi),
making letter assignments and indexing black points clockwise as before, except that if
some a(p i) is also a(pa) for some a < i, then no letter is adjoined to the word nor is a
new index assigned.
The procedure continues examining the points adjacent to each pi in the indexed
sequence, in the order of the sequence and with the conditions that a l(p i) = p(pi ) , the
other indices of a (p i) being related to the points adjacent to pi by the clockwise sense
of rotation.
It is easy to prove (by supposing the contrary) that each p E fl(k) has some predeces-
sor and hence will be assigned an index. When the 1 corresponding to pk is adjoined to
the code word, the word is complete.
Note that in general, not all of the white points adjacent to f.(k) will be assigned a 0
in w(f (k)). Furthermore, w(f(k)) is a subword of words corresponding to figures of
which f.(k) is a subfigure. Note, too, that there are in general 4k distinct words for each
f (k), since we have made an arbitrary choice of pl and of al(Pl)
Finally, it is easy to prove (by contradiction) that no two distinct figures f (k), fi(k)
have the same code word. We now exhibit an algorithm for enciphering an arbitrary pic-
ture uniquely.
Call the upper left point in the NX N array pll. If pll is black, it is the first figure
point of fl(X). We assign al(P11 ) as the point to the left (even though it does not exist in
the array and hence requires no assignment in the code word). We may then proceed
with the algorithm described earlier. In this case the code word for fl(X) terminates
when the adjacent points of the last indexed black point in fl(X) have been examined and
no new black points are reached.
If p 1 1 is white, then proceed from left to right through the first row, second row,
etc. , until a black point is reached, enumerating the white points; call this number a1.
Clearly a1 provides the coordinates of fl(k). Furthermore, designate the last white point
in this string as al(P 1 ) (except if pl is a leftmost point in the row in which case as indi-
cated above, assign al(P1 ) to the left of pl, even though al(P1 ) does not exist). Thus we
have al,f1 (X) which is unique. Continue from the last point of al, disregarding any
bpoints in fl, until a black point is reached such that p b fl; call the enumeration a 2.
Obviously this establishes pl E f 2 (X) and the coordinates of pl. Proceed with representing
f2 as we did fl. The process will terminate when a includes the point pN, N'
It should be noted that we have constructed a code word for a picture that is made up
of alternating sequences a , w 1 , a 2 w2  ~a w a in which the a's measure run length
and hence are most expeditiously considered as words of uniform length. If, for
18
example, N X N = 2 , the a's can be listed in 18-bit memory addresses. In general
if there are m figures, their coordinates are established by 2(m+1) log 2 N. The maxi-
mal length of w(f (k)), k < N, is 3k + 2 (This is for the case of a figure lying entirely
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on one row or one column). The word length is smallest for dense, convex "blobs" and
is approximately k + 4k1/2. The code for figures is efficient in that a relatively high
proportion of all possible sequences of length =2k containing exactly k l's will represent
figures. This is so because bounds on the number of figures with k elements are known;
3. 2 0 k ~Card {f (k) < 6.75k (1,2).
4k 4k
The code should be particularly useful when the ratio of white to black points is high.
On the other hand, it will be longer than N 2 when the average size of a figure is close
to 1 and hence would be much poorer than no coding at all.
Experiments are planned to explore the efficiency of this code with a variety of real
pictorial objects.
M. Eden
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E. IMAGE FIELD PARTITIONING
1. Introduction
There are probably two different types of images in a computer. The image may be
an array of density measurements, each a multidigit number. This is the raw data for
a pattern-recognition program. After some nonlinear operations, the image is thresh-
olded, thereby producing an array of black or white points (1 or 0). The latter image
is subjected to shape analysis.
2. Connectivity and Nearest-Neighbor Relations
One of the basic operations in pattern recognition is the identification of connected
areas. When one is counting objects, this is a terminal operation, in a more complex
shape-discrimination task, it is only an intermediate operation.
Many organizations for this algorithm are possible. One may choose a set of names
(i. e. , numbers) for the connected sets, and store the names at the array coordinates
that each region occupies. We prefer to record each connected set as an interval list.
For each connected region we form a set of coordinate triplets (yl, Xla' xlb)'
(Y2'x2a'x2b) ' " (Yn'xna' xnb). Each triplet signifies that points in the set lie between
(yk'xka) and (Yk'Xkb). Note that it is possible for a certain area to have a given value
of y in more than one triplet.
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One may immediately find the area of the object from this list, and may directly
refer from it to points lying within the object.
Connected regions are usually defined by specifying a nearest-neighbor set for each
point in the array, and to say that two black (white) points lie in a connected region if
there is a chain of points from one to the other such that all points in the chain are black
(white), and each succeeding pair lies in the same nearest-neighbor set. If we use the
same nearest-neighbor definition for both the black and the white points we may run into
an anomaly. Under the "tight" nearest-neighbor definition of Fig. XVI-5b the set of
0 000 00
000 000 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 Fig. XVI-5. Nearest-neighbor definitions.
LOOSE TIGHT
(a) (b) (c)
black points (1, 1), (2, 2), (3,3), (4,4) are connected, yet if we use the same neighborhood
relation for white points, the points (2, 3) and (3, 2) are also connected, so that the line of
black points fails to divide the white region into two pieces. One may avoid this by using
the "loose" nearest-neighbor definition of Fig. XVI-5a for the white points, or by using
the relation of Fig. XVI-5c for both black and white areas. There seems to be no clear
a priori reason for preferring any of these nearest-neighbor criteria, but one should
choose the correct pair. Thus the relations for the black and white points may have to
be different.
3. Algorithms
We shall present two algorithms for connected area resolution. The first of these,
the interval algorithm, operates on one line at a time. We suppose that the previous
line has been processed and the intervals of black points, as well as the names of the
areas to which these intervals belong, have been found and are available to us. We now
locate the connected intervals of black points in the current line. These are matched
against those from the preceding line.
Whenever an interval in the current line is connected to at least one interval from
the preceding line, it is assigned to that name. If there is no connecting interval in
the preceding line, a new name is assigned to this interval. The only difficulty that
is encountered is shown in Fig. XVI-6. If an interval is connected to regions with
two different numbers, it is given a name equal to that of the smaller of the two
numbers, and an entry in a separate list is made signifying that the two names
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(numbers) correspond to the same region. When this process is completed, the data
from the previous line and the name equivalence data may be written on some bulk
device.
NI N2
NI N2
Fig. XVI-6. Interval algorithm.
NI
N2= NI
After all of the lines have been processed as described, two lists will have been
generated: one containing the intervals and their tentative names, and one with the name
equivalence data. The latter contains a string of name-pairs. The pairs are first sorted
so that the smaller name of each pair appears first in each doublet, and the set of pairs
is sorted by first and second names. We now form a dictionary that specifies the actual
name to be assigned to each tentative name. A pass is now made through the list of
intervals and the final names are substituted.
The second algorithm uses the contour trace2 to delineate a connected set. At any
stage of this procedure we maintain an interval list of all points not yet examined and
not known to contain black points. We examine these points. Whenever an interval has
been shown not to have any black points, we eliminate it from this list. If a black point
is found, we perform a contour trace. This gives us a set of (y, x) values, the succes-
sive points on the contour.
The interval list is constructed from these points in the following way. The array of
contour points is examined to determine whether a white point is immediately adjacent
and at the same y value as the contour point. This can be found from the coordinates
of the following and preceding contour points, since the only time this does not happen
is when the three points have the same y value, and if the x coordinates on the three
points are in order. The points that fail this test are eliminated. Points at which the
contour performs an up-down pivot are entered twice. The remaining points are sorted
on y and on x. The sorted list is processed, attention being given to the fact that the
contour can pass more than once through a given point. The output of this process is
the interval list for the area. The points corresponding to this area are eliminated from
the interval list used for searching, and the procedure is continued.
It is possible that black "islands" may contain white "lakes," with further "black"
islands, and so on. If these are desired, one may use the interval lists of the areas
as search lists, and to explore the interior. Care must be taken in outlining a white
"lake," since the contouring must be done with the correct nearest-neighbor relation.
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4. Conclusions and Discussion
It is difficult to make a general comparison between these algorithms. The contour
algorithm requires that the whole picture be in storage, while the interval algorithm can
operate on*one y line of picture at a time. On the other hand, the contour algorithm
automatically provides the outline, and this seems to be a valuable shape descriptor.
The interval algorithm is very similar to those described by Rosenfield1 and by
Bostrom,3 although the form presented seems to be faster than the first and more
general than the second.
Both the interval and the contour algorithms seem to be inefficient for images that
contain very many very small black areas.
The procedures were coded in MAD for a 7094 computer. When applied to a micro-
graph of a Papanicolaou smear sampled over a 108 X 172 grid the first algorithm took
3. 6 sec, and the second 7. 2 sec. We can make no further claims about this, except that
the object code produced by this compiler is inefficient. It is hoped that if the procedures
are found to be useful they will be implemented with a special-purpose processor or with
a computer that has some specially adapted instructions.
O. J. Tretiak, E. G. Guttmann
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